Isover Solutions Guide
Specifying Separating Masonry Cavity Wall Insulation

Achieving high levels of acoustic and thermal
comfort in separating masonry cavity walls

About Saint-Gobain Isover

Benefits of using Isover

As a world leader in designing, manufacturing and
distributing building materials, Saint-Gobain is committed
to providing innovative solutions to the most fundamental
challenges facing the world today; reducing energy
consumption, limiting our impact on the environment
and creating a new generation of buildings which are safe,
comfortable and energy efficient.

Since Approved Document L regulation changes in 2010,
designers and contractors now have the added complication of
meeting both acoustic and thermal requirements for separating
walls. Isover provides solutions to meet and exceed these
regulations, whilst improving the time and cost of installing
products on-site.

Robust Detail compliant
Isover has the widest choice of proprietary
Robust Details on the market. E-WM-17,
E-WM-20 and E-WM-24 all provide:

At Saint-Gobain Isover we develop sustainable insulation
solutions to protect both your built environment and
the natural environment. To maintain our focus we have
placed environmental responsibility at the heart of our
business strategy.

According to the European Noise Policy, 80 million
EU citizens (20% of the EU population) are exposed
to undesirably high noise levels, which lead to sleep
disturbance and other adverse health effects such as: high
blood pressure, mental stress, heart attacks and hearing
damage. In addition, noise and poor room acoustics can
have a negative effect on learning and working.

Isover consistently deliver
innovative solutions that
minimise noise disruption
and provide a peaceful
environment.

For these reasons, noise reduction is an increasing
priority in both residential and non-residential projects.
At Saint-Gobain Isover we consistently deliver innovative
solutions that minimise noise disruption and provide a
peaceful environment.
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Our vision to lead the UK mineral wool market in energy
efficiency and acoustic insulation solutions will be
achieved with products that meet the highest thermal,
acoustic and fire safety performance levels. We will
meet changing regulations first and surpass current
regulations for those that wish to excel. Our products
will provide best value solutions for the residential,
commercial, RMI and technical building environments,
be safe to use and help to protect the environment.

Th

Saint-Gobain: one of the top
100 industrial groups in the
world and the global leaders
in the construction market.

• Proven practical site solutions delivering
thermal and acoustic performance.
• No requirements for PCT (Pre-Completion
Testing).

Thermal bypass solutions
Isover RD Party Wall Roll can be used in a
fully-filled cavity with effective edge sealing
to deliver zero U-values for separating
walls as defined in Building Regulations
Approved Document L1A (England and
Wales) and Section 6 (Scotland).

No requirement for render
or parge-coating
E-WM-17, E-WM-20 and E-WM-24 dry-finish
solutions with no requirement for render or
parge-coating prior to drylining.

Environmental leadership
Isover insulation has excellent environmental
credentials and helps towards valuable
credits for the Code for Sustainable Homes.
• Isover separating cavity wall insulation
achieves the highest BRE Global Green
Guide online summary rating. See the
Product Overviews on pages 16 and 17 for
more information.
• Recycled content of up to 86%.
• Zero Ozone Depletion Potential (ODP).
• Global Warming Potential (GWP) of less
than 5.
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Single block and plasterboard solution
E-WM-24 incorporating Isover RD Party Wall
Roll uses aircrete blocks and standard 8kg/m3
plasterboard so both can be used for the party and
external wall.
See page 14 for further details

Isover Technical Advice: isover.enquiries@saint-gobain.com 
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Building regulations & standards

Building regulations & standards

Approved Document E 2003 – Clause E1

Approved Document L1A 2010 – Thermal requirements

Separating wall constructions (often refered to as party wall constructions) must be built to comply with Building
Regulations Approved Document E clause E1 and are subject to Pre-Completion Testing unless a Robust Detail
construction is used.

The revisions to Approved Document L1A 2010 will no longer treat separating cavity walls as a zero heat loss
element, due to a phenomenon known as the 'thermal bypass' or 'party wall bypass' effect.

Clause E1 of Approved Document E stipulates the following:
Dwelling-houses, flats and rooms for residential purposes shall be designed and constructed in such a way that they
provide reasonable resistance to sound from other parts of the same building and from adjoining buildings.

The heat loss can be reduced by measures that restrict air movement through the party cavity, either by means of
fully-filling the cavity and/or by providing effective sealing around the perimeter.
Table 3 – U-values for party walls
Party wall construction U-value (W/m2K)

U-value (W/m2K)

Approved Document E 2003 – Performance standards

Solid

0.0

Unfilled cavity with no effective edge sealing

0.5

The following table is adapted from Approved Document E and highlights the minimum performance standards
required for separating walls. Please note that the requirement is for airborne sound insulation only.

Unfilled cavity with effective edge sealing around all exposed edges
and in line with insulation layers in abutting elements

0.2

A fully filled cavity with effective sealing at all exposed edges and in
line with insulation layers in abutting elements

0.0

Performance standards for separating walls that have a separating function
Airborne sound insulation
DnTw + Ctr dB (Minimum values)

Impact sound insulation
L’nT, w dB (Minimum values)

Purpose built dwelling-houses and flats

45

-

Scotland

Dwelling-houses and flats formed from
material change of use

43

-

Scottish regulations also recognise that separating walls should no longer be treated as zero heat loss.

Section 5 – Scotland
Section 5 (Scotland) stipulates a minimum airborne sound performance for separating walls of 56 dB Dntw. Please be
aware that Scottish Regulations do not recognise a correction factor for low frequency sound.

Section 6 stipulates the following:
To limit heat loss, a separating wall cavity should have effective perimeter sealing around all exposed edges and in line
with insulation layers in abutting elements which separate the dwelling from another building or from an unheated
space. Further reduction in heat loss can be achieved where the cavity separating wall is also fully-filled with a material
that limits air movement.

Airborne sound insulation
dB DnTw (Minimum values)
Separating walls

56

What is meant by thermal bypass?

How to comply

The Code for Sustainable Homes

Robust Details – All Robust Details have been approved
as capable of meeting or exceeding the E1 performance
criteria, providing they are built correctly. Following
these specifications means the construction can be
exempt from undertaking Pre-Completion Testing. The
Robust Details scheme applies to new-build houses and
apartments only. Plots must be registered with Robust
Details Limited prior to construction.

Within category 7 of the Code for Sustainable Homes,
Health and Wellbeing, section Hea 2 states that up to
four credits are available for achieving higher standards
of sound insulation than those given in Building
Regulations Approved Document E and demonstrating
it by using either Pre-Completion Testing or Robust
Details. This stamp highlights construction details
which have the potential to achieve the number of
credits stated, provided they are built correctly. See the
Isover Installation Guide - Installing Separating Masonry
Cavity Wall Insulation for guidance.

NB – It is important to check the compatibility of the
Robust Detail separating walls with the Robust Detail
separating floors. Please refer to www.robustdetails.com
for more information.

Isover party wall thermal bypass solutions

Manufacturers’ Proprietary Systems – These constructions,
provided they are built correctly, have the potential to
achieve E1 performance criteria required for new-build
houses and apartments separating wall constructions
and new-build rooms for residential purposes.
Pre-Completion Testing must be executed on a 10%
sample (by type) to demonstrate compliance.
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Thermal bypass is simply where heat bypasses insulation
and escapes to the external environment. This can occur
where a cavity internal to the insulation layer is able
to communicate with the external environment, thus
causing heat loss from a location in the building that
isn’t considered to be so affected or allows the transport
of heat around the insulation. Thermal bypasses can
render the insulation layer completely irrelevant to the
flow of heat in localised areas and significantly worsen
the fabric energy efficiency of the building.

Zero U-value solutions
This stamp highlights construction details which have potential to achieve a zero U-value, provided they are built
correctly.

Isover Technical Advice – Tel: 0115 945 1143

Isover Technical Advice: isover.enquiries@saint-gobain.com 
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Isover thermal bypass solution
In order to eliminate heat loss from a property into a separating cavity or reduce heat transfer between properties,
a zero U-value separating cavity wall must be achieved. As highlighted in Approved Document L1A, Table 3, this can
be achieved by attaining the following two elements:
• Filling of the cavity
• Effective edge sealing

Guidance detailing –
External (flanking) wall junction
Fully-filled cavity

The Isover solution to thermal bypass meets the requirements for both fully-filling the cavity and effective edge
sealing, therefore achieving a zero U-value separating wall.

Filling of the cavity
The purpose of a fully-filled cavity is twofold, to prevent
air movement within the cavity, and to provide thermal
insulation to reduce heat flow to the separating cavity or
the adjoining property.
Isover RD Party Wall Roll is a full-fill glass mineral wool
rolls for use in masonry separating wall cavities. The
products meet the full-fill requirement to help deliver a
zero U-value for separating walls as defined in Building
Regulations (Approved Document L1A, Table 3).

Masonry outer leaf

Wall Ties – separating

External cavity fully-filled with Isover CWS 32 or Isover CWS 36

The following text gives generic guidance for the
installation of cavity wall ties. For a detailed installation
procedure and guidance, advice should be sought from
the wall tie manufacturer.

Separating cavity fully-filled with Isover RD Party Wall Roll

Wall ties are vital for securing the structural integrity of
a wall. Installing them incorrectly can lead to acoustic
weak spots, cracking or even the collapse of walls.
Insulation at the external wall junction must be tightly butted
to provide effective edge sealing

Spacing
Effective edge sealing
The purpose of additional edge sealing is to eliminate
the possibility of air movement from the separating
cavity to the external environment, or vice versa.
By fully-filling the external cavity with Isover insulation
and tightly butting the insulation at the separating
wall junction, additional edge sealing will not be
required. However, an Isover ULTIMATE™ Cavity Barrier
will be required to achieve effective edge sealing if the
external wall is partially-filled with a rigid foam board.
The information detailed above is guidance only and it
is up to the designer / specifier to ensure that they speak
with the local building control officer / NHBC officer to
determine the acceptability of this statement or request
for cavity barriers.
The following pages show guidance details for external
wall, roof and ground floor junction detailing.

On-site performance testing
The thermal performance of the Isover solution has
been proven by means of in-situ testing. The reports
state that by fully-filling the separating cavity with
Isover insulation, the system eliminates heat loss
from the separating wall to the external environment
through convection, therefore achieving a zero U-value
and escaping penalties in SAP2009 calculations.
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For walls where both leaves are thicker than 90mm,
position wall ties at a maximum of 900mm horizontal
x 450mm vertical centres (2.5 per m²). Ties should
be evenly distributed over the wall area and should
preferably be staggered.
Around openings, position wall ties with a minimum
vertical spacing of 300mm (usually 225mm to suit one
block course) and no more than 225mm from the edge
of the opening.

Additional guidance
Wall ties are a primary source of acoustic transmission.
For this reason it is important to prevent mortar
build up around the wall ties and at the foot of the
cavity. Bridging effects can lead to significant sound
transmission between attached properties, by-passing
any useful isolation effect that the cavity provides and
may result in significant reduction in acoustic isolation
performance.

BRE Green Guide Construction
statements
For the full BRE Green Guide online generic construction
rating specification, please visit: www.bre.co.uk/ greenguide

Isover Technical Advice – Tel: 0115 945 1143

Partial-filled cavity
Masonry outer leaf

External cavity partially-filled

Separating cavity fully-filled with Isover RD Party Wall Roll

Isover ULTIMATE™ cavity barrier compression fit with
the external wall cavity to provide effective edge
sealing (minimum of 50mm overlap either side of the
separating cavity)

Isover Technical Advice: isover.enquiries@saint-gobain.com 
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Robust detailing - Roof junction

Isover guidance detailing
– Roof junction

Roof junction - pitched roof without room-in-roof

Cold roof

Junction between separating wall and roof filled with
flexible closer

Isover ULTIMATE™ cavity barrier compression fit between
the top of the separating wall and roof covering, spanning
the full width of the cavity to provide effective edge sealing
and fire protection

Cavity masonry separating wall continuous to
underside of roof. Alternatively use spandrel panel

Continuous separating wall up to roof level

External wall cavity closed at eaves level with a suitable
flexible material (e.g. mineral wool). If a rigid material is
used, then it should only be bonded to one leaf

Separating cavity fully-filled with Isover RD Party Wall Roll

100mm Isover ULTIMATE™ Cavity Barrier (CAP)
Edge Seal

300mm
(min)

170-300mm Isover loft insulation over joists
100mm Isover loft insulation between joists

100mm (min) mineral wool insulation– 10kg/m2

Isover RD Party Wall Roll (no gaps to remain)
Continuous horizontal ribbon of adhesive

Section

Roof junction - pitched roof with room-in-roof
Junction between separating wall and roof filled with
flexible closer
100mm (min) mineral wool insulation minimum
density 10kg/m3 or 60mm (min) foil faced PUR or PIR
insulation, minimum density 30kg/m3
(See Appendix A)
Room-inroof

Room-inroof

2 layers of nominal 8kg/m2 gypsum-based board.
Where used rigid insulation may be placed between
and/or directly beneath rafters

Room-in-the-roof

Isover ULTIMATE™ cavity barrier compression fit between
the top of the separating wall and roof covering, spanning
the full width of the cavity to provide effective edge sealing
and fire protection
Isover Room-in-the-Roof insulation installed between rafters to
meet building regulations

Continuous separating wall up to roof level

Continuous horizontal ribbon of adhesive
Cavity masonry separating wall continuous to
underside of roof covering
Section

Separating cavity fully-filled with Isover RD Party Wall Roll

Isover RD Party Wall Roll (no gaps to remain)
External wall cavity closed at eaves level with a suitable
flexible material (e.g. mineral wool). If a rigid material is
used, then it should only be bonded to one leaf
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Isover guidance detailing
– Ground floor junction
Concrete floor

Solutions overview
The separating masonry cavity wall solutions detailed in this section of the guide are proprietary Robust Detail
constructions, incorporating Isover insulation. These constructions have been tested and proven to meet or exceed
the sound insulation values given in the table on page 4.
Approved Document
E 2003

Construction to meet =
Cavity fully-filled with Isover RD Party Wall Roll
Separating Wall Solutions (DnTw + Ctr dB)

Ground floor not continuous between dwellings in
order to prevent acoustic transfer
Damp proof membrane

Cavity carried down a minimum of 225mm below the
ground floor level to prevent any acoustic bridging

42

43

44

45

46

1 CfSH
Credit
47

48

49

3 CfSH
Credits
50

51

4 CfSH
Credits
52

53

54

E-WM-17
Lightweight aggregate blockwork
(Isover RD Party Wall Roll and
Gyproc plasterboard)
E-WM-20
Lightweight aggregate blockwork
(Isover RD Party Wall Roll and
Gyproc plasterboard)
E-WM-24
Aircrete blockwork (Isover
RD Party Wall and Gyproc
plasterboard)

Timber floor
Cavity fully-filled with Isover RD Party Wall Roll

Ground floor not continuous between dwellings in
order to prevent acoustic transfer
Damp proof membrane
Cavity carried down a minimum of 225mm below the
ground floor level to prevent any acoustic bridging
caused by mortar build up at the base of the cavity.
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Robust Detail
E-WM-17
corresponds to the
BRE Global Green
Guide online generic
specification 'Robust
Detail E-WM-17' ref
918190009 which
achieves a summary
rating of B within
Domestic.

Solution overview

Solution overview

		E-WM-17 Lightweight aggregate blockwork 		
(Isover Party Wall Roll and Gyproc plasterboard)

		E-WM-20 Lightweight aggregate blockwork
(Isover Party Wall Roll and Gyproc plasterboard)

				Robust Detail approved 		
		construction

		 Robust Detail approved 		
		 construction

		

1

		

1

		

2

		

2

		

3

		

3

		

4

		

4

	1350 to 1600kg/m3 Plasmor Aglite
Ultima 1050kg/m3 or Besblock 'Star
performer' cavity wall block
	Minimum 75mm cavity between leaves

3

	Minimum 75mm Isover RD Party Wall
Roll in the cavity

4
1

	Drylined with dot and dabbed 12.5mm
Gyproc WallBoard ten, 15mm Gyproc
WallBoard or 12.5mm Gyproc SoundBloc
9.8kg/m2

2

Use this solution to:

Robust Detail E-WM-20
corresponds to the
BRE Global Green
Guide online generic
specification 'Robust
Detail E-WM-20' ref
918190009 which
achieves a summary
rating of B within
Domestic

	Lightweight aggregate cavity block wall,
minimum 100mm blocks (density
1350 – 1600kg/m3)
	Minimum 100mm cavity between leaves

E-WM-20

	Minimum 100mm Isover RD Party Wall
Roll in the cavity
	Drylined with dot and dabbed 12.5mm
Gyproc WallBoard ten, 15mm Gyproc
WallBoard or 12.5mm Gyproc SoundBloc
9.8kg/m2

Green
Guide

E-WM-20

3

4
1

2

Use this solution to:

3	Achieve three credits towards The Code for Sustainable Homes whilst keeping wall
footprint to a minimum
3

B

Meet the full-fill requirement to help deliver a zero U-value party wall

3	Have no requirement for render or parge coating prior to drylining

3	Achieve three credits towards The Code for Sustainable Homes
3

Meet the full-fill requirement to help deliver a zero U-value party wall

3	Have no requirement for render or parge coating prior to drylining
3	Have no requirement for PCT (Pre-Completion Testing)

3	Have no requirement for PCT (Pre-Completion Testing)
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Solution overview
B
Robust Detail
E-WM-24
corresponds to the
BRE Global Green
Guide online generic
specification 'Robust
Detail E-WM-24' ref
918190001 which
achieves a summary
rating of B within
Domestic.

Solutions overview –
Non Proprietary Robust Details
Isover RD Party Wall Roll also conforms to the Robust Details generic full-fill mineral wool specification for the
following non-proprietary details.

		E-WM-24 Aircrete blockwork (Isover RD Party Wall Roll
and Gyproc plasterboard)

Fully-filling these details with either 75mm or 100mm Isover RD Party Wall Roll will help deliver a zero U- value for
the party wall as defined in Building Regulations (Approved Document L1A, Table 3).

		 Robust Detail approved 		
		 construction
		

1

	Aircrete cavity block wall, minimum
100mm blocks (density 600 – 800kg/m3)

		

2

	Minimum 100mm cavity between leaves

		

3

	Isover RD Party Wall Roll in the cavity

		

4

3

	Drylined with 12.5mm Gyproc WallBoard
dot and dabbed (DriLyner basic system)

1

4

2

Use this solution to:
3	Use a single block and plasterboard for both the party and external wall
3	Improve SAP score through improved PSI value at external wall junction
3

Meet the full-fill requirement to help deliver a zero U-value party wall

3	Have no requirement for render or parge coating prior to drylining
3	Have no requirement for PCT (Pre-Completion Testing)
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RD Ref

Description

Isover product

CfSH
credits

E-WM-1

Dense aggregate blockwork (wet plaster)

Isover RD Party Wall Roll
75mm or 100mm

0

E-WM-2

Lightweight aggregate blockwork (wet plaster)

Isover RD Party Wall Roll
75mm or 100mm

1

E-WM-3

Dense aggregate blockwork (render and gypsum-based
board)

Isover RD Party Wall Roll
75mm or 100mm

1

E-WM-4

Lightweight aggregate blockwork (render and gypsumbased board)

Isover RD Party Wall Roll
75mm or 100mm

1

E-WM-5

Besblock 'Star performer' cellular blockwork (render
and gypsum-based board)

Isover RD Party Wall Roll
75mm or 100mm

1

E-WM-6

Aircrete blockwork (render and gypsum-based board)

Isover RD Party Wall Roll
75mm or 100mm

1

E-WM-10

Thin-joint aircrete blockwork (render and gypsumbased board)

Isover RD Party Wall Roll
75mm or 100mm

0

E-WM-11

Lightweight aggregate blockwork (render and gypsumbased board) with 100mm (min) cavity

Isover RD Party Wall Roll
100mm

3

E-WM-12

Plasmor 'Aglite Ultima' lightweight aggregate
blockwork (render and gypsum-based board)

Isover RD Party Wall Roll
75mm or 100mm

0

E-WM-13

Untied thin-joint aircrete blockwork (render and
gypsum-based board)

Isover RD Party Wall Roll
75mm or 100mm

3

E-WM-16

Dense aggregate blockwork (render and gypsum-based
board) with 100mm (min) cavity

Isover RD Party Wall Roll
100mm

3

E-WM-18

Dense aggregate blockwork (wet plaster) with 100mm
(min) cavity

Isover RD Party Wall Roll
100mm

3

E-WM-19

Dense or lightweight aggregate blockwork (render and
gypsum-based board) with 100mm (min) cavity and
MONARFLOOR® BRIDGESTOP® system

Isover RD Party Wall Roll
100mm

4

E-WM-21

Lightweight aggregate blockwork (wet plaster) and
100mm (min) cavity

Isover RD Party Wall Roll
100mm

3

Isover Technical Advice: isover.enquiries@saint-gobain.com 
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Insulation solution
for dual purpose
cavity walls
Product overview
Isover RD Party Wall Roll
A glass mineral wool roll designed for use in E-WM-17,
E-WM-20 and E-WM-24 Robust Details wall constructions
to exceed acoustic performance requirements set out in
Building Regulations Approved Document E (England
and Wales). The product also conforms to the Robust
Details generic full-fill mineral wool specification for all
other masonry cavity separating details.
3	Thermal bypass solution – meets the full requirement
to help deliver zero U-value for party walls as defined in
Building Regulations (Approved Document L1A, Table 3)
3	Robust Detail accredited 'dry-finish' solution with
no requirement for render or parge coating prior to
drylining
3	No requirements for PCT (Pre-Completion Testing)

Easy to install
• Proven practical site solutions delivering
thermal and acoustic performance
• Assured quality of installation – roll format
ensures minimal or no vertical joints
• Isover RD Party Wall Roll is manufactured
from high quality glass mineral wool which
makes it lightweight and easy to handle,
cut and install
Water resistant
Resilient to moisture damage in storage,
during transportation and on-site during
installation.
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Euroclass A1 fire rating
Totally non-combustible and fire safe.
Protected planet
Excellent environmental credentials and
helps towards valuable credits for the Code
for Sustainable Homes.
• Isover RD Party Wall Roll corresponds to the BRE
Global Green Guide online generic specification
‘Glass wool insulation – density 24kg/m³’ (ref.
815320002) which achieves a summary rating
of ‘A+’ within all building types
• Recycled content of up to 86%
• Zero Ozone Depletion Potential (ODP)
• Global Warming Potential (GWP) of less
than 5

Product

Thickness
(mm)

Width
(mm)

Length
(mm)

Pack area (m²)

Isover RD Party Wall Roll

75

2 x 455

8500

7.74

Isover RD Party Wall Roll

100

2 x 455

6000

5.46

Isover RD Party Wall Roll

125

2 x 455

5000

4.55

Isover RD Party Wall Roll

150

2 x 455

4000

3.64

www.isover.co.uk 

Isover RD Party Wall Roll 125mm and 150mm is designed for use in dual purpose walls,
which have separating and external functions.
The product brings the following benefits for Housebuilders:

Isover Technical Advice – Tel: 0115 945 1143

•

Achieve the required external wall U-value without the requirement for corbelling

•

Comply with Robust Details E-WM-17, E-WM-20 or E-WM-24 with a cavity greater than 100mm

•

Meet the full-fill requirement to help deliver a zero U-value party wall

www.isover.co.uk
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Product overview

Installation guide

Isover ULTIMATE™
Cavity Barriers
A non-combustible glass mineral wool cavity barrier used
to restrict the spread of smoke and flames and to minimise
flanking noise transmission in concealed cavities.
3	Provides up to 120 minutes fire protection in concealed
cavities which helps to meet requirements of Approved
Document B (England & Wales) and Section 2 (Scotland)
3	Helps minimise flanking sound transmission along
the wall cavity
3	Helps towards a zero U-value separating wall by
providing effective edge sealing¹
3

Provided in full storey height lengths to reduce 		
junctions in the fire protection layer.

Isover also publish an installation guide for separating masonry cavity wall
insulation. The objective of the guide is to support the industry with best practice
guidance to achieve efficient installation with consistently high levels of on-site
performance.
The guide includes:
3	Preparation details and generic
guidance
3	A step-by-step guide to installing
Isover party wall insulation
3	An overview of Isover's party wall
products

¹ A cavity barrier on its own may not be effective in restricting
air flow

Easy to install
• Excellent compression properties, which
allows for the barrier to be easily installed
into cavities without risking damage to
brickwork.
• Colour-coded packaging prevents installation
of the incorrect barrier sizes on-site
Euroclass A1 fire rating
Totally non-combustible and fire safe
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Protected planet
Environmental Credentials
• Zero Ozone Depletion Potential (ODP)
• Global Warming Potential (GWP) of less
than 5

Product

Cavity Size
(mm)

Length
(mm)

Width
(mm)

Sleeve colour

Isover Cavity Barrier (65)

50-65

1200

100

Yellow

Isover Cavity Barrier (80)

66-80

1200

100

Blue

Isover Cavity Barrier (100)

81-100

1200

100

White

Isover Cavity Barrier (65)

50-65

1200

200

Yellow

Isover Cavity Barrier (80)

66-80

1200

200

Blue

Isover Cavity Barrier (100)

81-100

1200

200

White

Isover Cavity Barrier (65)

50-65

1200

300

Yellow

Isover Cavity Barrier (80)

66-80

1200

300

Blue

Isover Cavity Barrier (100)

81-100

1200

300

White

Isover Cavity Barrier (65)

50-65

2400

300

Yellow

Isover Cavity Barrier (80)

66-80

2400

300

Blue

Isover Cavity Barrier (100)

81-100

2400

300

White

www.isover.co.uk 
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For more information or to order a copy of the guide please
visit www.isover.co.uk
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FSC LOGO PRINTER TO PLACE

www.3pointplan.co.uk

Isover Order Placement or Order Enquiries:
Tel: 0800 032 2555
Fax: 0800 917 9188

www.isover.co.uk

Published Date: August 2013
Isover Document Reference: I-SMW-SG-1301

Isover Technical Advice – Buildings Insulation:
Tel: 0115 945 1143
Email: isover.enquiries@saint-gobain.com

Isover
UK Commercial Centre
Gotham Business Park
Leake Road
Gotham
Nottinghamshire
NG11 0LB
Tel: 0115 969 8010
Fax: 0115 983 1675
Email: isover@saint-gobain.com

Isover reserves the right to revise product specifications without notice. The information in this
document was correct to the best of our knowledge at the time of publication. It is the users
responsibility to ensure that it remains current prior to use. The information in this document
is for guidance only and should not be read in isolation. Users should read and familiarise
themselves with all the information contained in this document and ensure that they are fully
conversant with the products and systems being used, before subsequent specification or
installation. For a comprehensive and up to date library of information visit the Isover website.

